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Abstract—In this paper, we show how knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning techniques can support sensor-mission assign-
ment, proceeding from a high-level specification of information
requirements, to the allocation of assets such as sensors and
platforms. In our previous work, we showed how assets can be
matched to mission tasks by formalising the military missions
and means framework in terms of an ontology, and using this
ontology to drive a matchmaking process derived from the
area of semantic Web services. The work reported here extends
the earlier approach in two important ways: (1) by providing
a richer and more realistic way for a user to specify their
information requirements, and (2) by using the results of the
semantic matchmaking process to define the search space for
efficient asset allocation algorithms. We accomplish (1) by means
of a rule-based representation of the NIIRS approach to relating
sensed data to the tasks that data may support. We illustrate (2)
by showing how the output of our matching process can drive
a well-known efficient combinatorial auction algorithm (CASS).
Finally, we summarise the status of our illustration-of-concept
application, SAM (Sensor Assignment to Missions), and discuss
various roles such an application can play in supporting sensor-
mission assignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The sensor-mission assignment problem consists of allocat-
ing a collection of intelligence, surveillance and reconnaisance
(ISR) assets (including sensors and sensor platforms) to a set
of missions, in an attempt to satisfy the ISR requirements
of those missions. This problem is challenging for several
reasons. Firstly, the relationship between assets and missions
is complex. Missions typically include a number of tasks, and
those tasks require various capabilities, some of which are
concerned with ISR. Assets provide capabilities, so one aspect
of the problem includes modelling the relationship between
required and provided capabilities, in order to determine which
assets are suitable for which tasks [1]. Secondly, it is often
the case that a collection of assets are needed to meet the
requirements of a task, not just one, so there is a need to
model these asset bundles [2]. Thirdly, there is competition
between missions for assets, and often demand exceeds supply,
necessitating hard resource allocation decisions [3]. Finally, all
of this needs to be done in a highly dynamic manner, as the
situation — mission needs and asset availability — is in a
constant state of flux [4].
In our previous work we have argued for an agile ap-
proach to sensor-mission assignment, which supports just-in-
time decision-making and resource allocation [5]. In terms of
maximising agility, we aim to provide as much automation as
possible in the assignment of sensing assets to missions. This
involves attempting to capture the information requirements of
mission tasks in a manner that is as independent as possible of
the capabilities of specific types of sensor or platform, to allow
multiple degrees of freedom in allocation and reallocation
of assets. For this reason, we adopted a knowledge-based
approach to modelling tasks and assets that was able to build
on previous work done in defining sensor, platform, and task
ontologies. The chief advantage we claimed for this approach
was that it was able to exploit principled techniques from the
area of Semantic Web Services to solve the sub-problem of
matching asset capabilities to task requirements [6]. As we
will show, however, this solution was limited in terms of sup-
porting maximal agility in sensor-task assignment, because the
representation of information requirements was at a relatively
low level. One of the goals of the work presented in this paper
was to “open up” the space of asset choices as widely as
possible, by moving to a higher-level representation of mission
requirements.
As noted above, solving the sensor-mission assignment
problem in an agile manner requires a dynamic approach for
allocating asset instances among a set of competing missions.
Moreover, in some cases, a bundle of assets is necessary to
meet the requirements of a single mission task, and we have
shown that this is an NP-hard problem [7]. In our earlier
work, we have argued that the knowledge-based approach
allows us to delineate the search space for such allocation
algorithms [6], [8]. However, in demonstrating this we made
the restrictive assumption to limit bundles to a single type of
sensor, or single sensor platform. In this paper we show the
general case where our knowledge-based approach can drive
the generation and allocation of arbitrary bundles of sensors
and platforms among multiple competing missions, using a
well-known efficient combinatorial auction algorithm.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides a
recap of our formulation of the sensor-mission assignment
problem as a graph comprising mission tasks, bundles, and
individual assets. In Section III, we show how the tasks-
bundles-assets graph for a specific problem instance can be
constructed using our original ontology-based approach. Then,
in Section IV we argue for a higher-level representation of
mission requirements, and show how this can be achieved
by formalising the well-known NIIRS approach. Section V
demonstrates how the core knowledge-based approach can be
used to drive asset allocation, using the CASS combinatorial
auction algorithm as an illustration. In Section VI we review
the status of our illustration-of-concept application, SAM
(Sensor Assignment to Missions), and discuss a variety of
roles this kind of tool can play in supporting the process of
sensor-mission assignment.
While other papers have presented earlier or incomplete
parts of our knowledge-driven approach to sensor-mission
assignment (notably [6], [8], [9]) and resource allocation
(notably [10], [7]) this is the first paper to show how these
elements can provide an integrated solution.
II. SENSOR-MISSION ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
FORMULATION
We formulate the sensor-mission assignment problem as a
graph; an example is shown in Figure 1. We distinguish three
kinds of node:
• Tasks denote the entities that are competing for available
assets.1 In our approach, the only important feature of
a task is its information requirements — these are what
drive the asset matching and allocation processes — so
the task nodes represent information requirements.
• Bundles are collections of individual assets (sensors and
platforms). An arc between a bundle and a task indicates
that the bundle is able to meet (at least to some extent)
that information requirement (task). Each bundle has a
unique bundle type, described in more detail below. Each
bundle is composed of several assets and, depending on
its type, may be suitable for several tasks.
• Assets represent the individual sensor and platform re-
sources. An arc between an asset and a bundle means
that that asset can be assigned to that bundle. Assets
may be suitable for assignment to several bundles, again
depending on the bundle type. Although not shown in the
figure, an asset may be assigned to bundles of different
types.
In these terms, a solution to the sensor-mission assignment
problem is an assignment of bundles to tasks, subject to the
constraints: each task can have at most one bundle assigned
to it, a bundle may be assigned to at most one task, each asset
may be assigned to at most one bundle. Thus, an assignment
is a matching in the sub bipartite graph (B, T ) and is a semi
matching in the sub bipartite graph (A,B). Note that the thin
arcs in Figure 1 show possible assignments, while the bold arcs
show one actual assignment. The figure is drawn with tasks on
the left and assets on the right to emphasise that, although the
assignment arcs go right to left, solutions to the assignment
problem are constructed left to right, that is, starting with tasks.
To illustrate this with a concrete example (originally
from [5]): in a peace support operation [4], UK and US
bases have been established to detect/deter insurgent activ-
ity on a border. The bases rely on a main supply route
1In much of our work, we consider these to be synonymous with “missions”
(e.g. [8], [7]).
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Fig. 1. Example sensor-mission assignment problem as a graph
(MSR) which must be surveilled and protected. Surveilling
the border will likely involve, among other things, detection
of suspicious vehicle activity near it: vehicle detection can
be formalized as an information requirement task T1. This
may be accomplished by a variety of means, depending on
the kinds of assets available. We assume these include flying
a UAV over the border to gather IMINT, or using acoustic
sensing to identify types of vehicles likely to be used by
insurgents. Further, we assume that a single UAV can cover
the area of interest (AoI), but that at least two acoustic
arrays will be needed. Each of these options is represented
as a type of bundle: BT1 = 〈{UAV, IMINT-sensor}〉, BT2 =
〈{AcousticArray}, {AcousticArray}〉. Assume there are multiple
UAV assets available (A1 and A3) but only one functioning
IMINT payload (A2) that can be mounted on either A1 or
A3. Assuming there are three acoustic arrays deployed in the
area (A4, A5, A6), then we can meet the requirements of T1
by assigning UAV-IMINT bundles {A1, A2} or {A3, A2} or
one of the pairs of acoustic arrays (e.g. {A4, A5}, {A4, A6},
{A5, A6}).
However, it is likely that there will be other tasks, potentially
in competition for these assets; for example, a requirement
to detect vehicles posing a potential threat to the MSR (T2)
may be accomplished by the same types of bundle as T1
but, because the areas of interest (MSR and border) do not
intersect, it will not be possible to share assets between these
tasks. So, for example, if we assign the UAV to T1 then we will
have to satisfy T2 by means of acoustic intelligence (ACINT).
We argue that, for a specific problem instance, construction
of the task-bundle-asset graph requires a significant amount
of domain knowledge. Specifically, need to know which types
of bundle are suitable for which tasks, and which types of
asset can be collected into bundles. In our original work [6] —
summarised in the next section — this knowledge is expressed
in the form of a set of domain ontologies, allowing us to
apply a reasoning procedure to derive the graph for a given
set of tasks and assets. The bundle types are generated as a
by-product of the reasoning procedure.
III. ONTOLOGY-BASED SENSOR-TASK MATCHING
The goal of our earlier work was to solve the problem of
matching types of assets (sensors and platforms) to types of
tasks for which they are suitable. We sought to do this in a
way that was conceptually well-founded in our target domain,
and this led us to adopt the Missions and Means Framework
(MMF). MMF was developed by the US Army Research
Laboratory to provide a model for explicitly specifying a
military mission and quantitatively evaluating the utility of
alternative means to accomplish it [1]. While there existed
previous work in formalising MMF using set theory [11], ours
was the first formulation of MMF as an ontological framework.
Our approach to sensor-mission matching is founded on the
use of ontologies to represent the capabilities required by tasks
and provided by assets, and reasoning to determine logically-
sound matches [8]. Ontologies define formally the semantics
of a set of terms, allowing automatic reasoning to be performed
using the terms, in a manner consistent with their real-world
interpretation [12].
A key insight was to adopt MMF essentially as a link-
ing framework, to connect multiple interlinking ontologies
covering different aspects of the domain: sensors, platforms,
tasks, etc. We were thus able to draw upon substantial pre-
existing work, as well as adhering to the Semantic Web
notion of a “Web of ontologies” [13], which offers more
extensibility, maintainability, and reusability than attempting to
create a single all-emcompassing ontology for a given problem
domain.
The way MMF describes the linking between missions and
means naturally fits the notion of matchmaking: on the one
hand, we have missions breaking down into operations, and
operations into tasks, where each task may require different
capabilities to be accomplished; on the other hand, we have
the capabilities provided by assets as a result of aggregating
the capabilities of its constituent systems and subsystems. In
relation to our task-bundle-asset model of the previous section,
the missions of MMF break down into tasks, and the means
of MMF correspond to assets.
Figure 2 shows the main concepts and relations comprising
our ontology based on MMF, which is implemented using
the Web Ontology Language, OWL [13]. On the left hand
side, we have concepts related to the mission: a Mission
comprises one or more Operations to be carried out, and each
operation breaks down into a number of Tasks that must be
accomplished. The important feature of a Task is that it is
defined as requiring some capabilities; in our domain, we
focus on ISR capabilities, but the approach generalises to other
forms of capability too [11]. We define the requires relation
to associate an individual Task to the individual Capability
instances that it requires. Because the definitions of mission,
operation and task are somewhat subjective in practice, we
adopt a simple model of hierarchical trees of tasks, where
a Task can be broken down into sub-tasks (which are also
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Fig. 2. Main concepts and relations in the MMF ontology
Tasks). These definitions give us flexibility in specifying the
required capabilities of a mission, and aim to be broadly
compatible with a range of mission-planning approaches. The
set of capabilities required by a task T (at any level) is the
aggregation of all capabilities required by T itself or by any
subclass of T :
requires(T ′, C) ∧ subTaskOf(T ′, T )→ requires(T,C)
where subTaskOf is a transitive object property [13].
On the right hand side of Figure 2 we have concepts
related to capability-provision (“means” in MMF terms), with
a focus on the sensor-mission matching problem: Platform and
Sensor are two kinds of Asset; a Sensor is a kind of System
that can be attached to a Platform; inversely, a Platform can
mount one or more Systems.2 Some sensors can interfere
with other sensors, so they cannot be used simultaneously.
Assets provide capabilities, which provides the link to Tasks
as discussed above. Moreover, a Capability can entail a number
of more elementary capabilities3. At some point, assets will be
allocated to specific tasks that require the capabilities provided
by them: the object property allocatedTo allows us to construct
solutions to the sensor-mission assignment problem.
Note that all concepts shown in Figure 2 are general MMF
concepts with the exception of Sensor, which we have intro-
duced (as a refinement of the MMF core concept System) in
order to link the MMF ontology with the ISR domain-specific
ontologies. This is because, while the MMF ontology describes
the main concepts used in our matchmaking framework — and
is generic to military and military-style missions and means in
the widest sense — in order to describe specific instances of
those concepts we need domain-specific vocabulary. There is
already a sizeable amount of work done in providing descrip-
tive schemas and ontologies for sensors, sensor platforms, and
2Note that the “is-a” relation in Figure 2 denotes the OWL sub-class
property, which is transitive.
3Primitive capabilities are called functions in MMF, but we have simplified
this.
Fig. 3. Sample concept taxonomies relevant to the ISR domain: ISR tasks
and INT types
their properties (e.g. [14], [15], [16]). There are also several
well-known structured descriptions of tasks in the military
missions context, most notably the Universal Joint Task List
(UJTL)[17]. Based largely on these pre-existing sensor and
task ontologies, we have identified a collection of concept
hierarchies relevant to the ISR domain. Portions of two of
these (defining ISR tasks and various types of intelligence
information — “INT” types) are shown in Figure 3.
In these terms, we define a bundle type to be an intensional
definition of a set of bundles of assets that can satisfy a
task. The essential part of a bundle type is the specification
of required sensor and platform types needed to provide
the capabilities to satisfy the task. For this, we define a
platform configuration pi = 〈P,S〉, where P is a type of
platform, and S = {S1, . . . , Sm} is a set of sensor types
that can be mounted on P simultaneously. Given a task T
with a set of required ISR capabilities CT = {C1, . . . , Cn},
a single platform configuration is a valid match for T if
the combined capabilities of P and S satisfy CT . Formally,
V(T ) = {pi1, . . . , pin} is the set of valid matches for task T
iff 〈P,S〉 ∈ V(T )⇔ (∀Ci ∈ CT )((P v ∃provides.Ci)unionsq(Si ∈
S v ∃provides.Ci)).
More commonly, the requirements of a task will not be
satisfied by a single platform configuration. We define a pack-
age configuration Π = {pi1, . . . , pin}, where pii is a platform
configuration. Π is a valid match for T if collectively the
platforms and sensors in {pi1, . . . , pin} satisfy the capabilities
in CT , and Π is minimal with respect to CT (there does not
exist any subset of Π that is a valid match for T ).
Bundle types are created by post-processing the package
configurations, to add cardinality constraints. This is currently
done using pre-defined configuration knowledge, for example:
• at least 1 UAV with at least 1 Camera
• at least 2 AcousticArrays with exactly 2 ACINTSensors
While this approach was conceptually simple, extensible (in
terms of the modularity of the domain-specific ontologies),
and well-founded (on MMF), it was rather limited in that it
required task capabilities to be specified at a low level in order
to drive the matching procedure. Specifically, the approach was
over-reliant on the ontology of INT types shown in Figure 3 to
determine the type of sensor required; for example, a choice
of ACINT or IMINT in CT would determine — rather trivially
— the need for acoustic or imagery sensing). We sought a
higher-level representation of ISR tasks, as described in the
next section.
IV. SPECIFIYING TASKS
Our main requirements for a higher-level representation of
tasks were:
• That the task should as much as possible specify only
what is the information requirement, and avoid saying
anything about how it should be obtained. The reasons
for this requirement were to avoid the main flaw in our
earlier approach, and allow a greater degree of flexibility
in allocating assets to tasks.
• That the representation of tasks should be familiar to
potential users of the approach, not only to make any tool
based on the approach easier to use, but also to maximise
the acceptability of our approach (the same reason that
we adopted MMF as the underlying framework for the
task-asset matching).
Following guidance from subject-matter experts, we based our
representation on the National Imagery Interpretability Rating
Scale (NIIRS) for various kinds of imagery intelligence[18].
NIIRS is a well-established way to determine the kinds of data
(for example, visible imaging, or radar) that are interpretable
to answer particular information requirements (detecting, iden-
tifying and distinguishing various kinds of thing). The NIIRS
scale defines ratings on a ten point scale (0–9) for various
kinds of imagery data; for example, detection of vehicles of
particular types is achievable by Visible NIIRS 4 and Radar
NIIRS 6. This is useful because sensor/platform combinations
can then be rated in terms of their NIIRS values, allowing
analysts to seek data that are suitable for their tasks. From our
point of view, NIIRS supports the kind of task-asset matching
we established as described in the previous section.
We define a task as a quadruple, 〈NC,DS,A, T 〉, where:
• NC is one of three basic “capabilities” defined in NIIRS:
detect (find or discover the presence or existence of an
entity), distinguish-between (determine that two detected
entities are of different types), and identify (name an
object by type);
• DS is a set of “detectable” types of entity (for example,
people, vehicles, or installations at various levels of
specificity);
• A defines an area-of-interest;
• T defines a period of time.
It is worth noting that, in accordance with our earlier work,
we continue to refer to this representation as a “task” repre-
sentation. In NIIRS, and in ISR more generally, these kinds
of description are referred to as “capabilities”. In a sense,
as our approach makes clear, they can be regarded as high-
level capabilities, from which lower-level capabilities can be
inferred. However, we prefer to locate these representations in
our ontology as specialisations of the Task class rather than
the Capability class to avoid confusion. Note also that, in the
current implementation, we omit T as we assume that all tasks
are required to happen in the same mission period.
(b) Site Configurations
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Fig. 4. A portion of our ontology of “detectable” types of entity from NIIRS
Full details of the representation of the NIIRS scale, and our
rules for performing reasoning with it, are given in [9]. The
various “detectable” types of entity are defined in an ontology,
drawn from the entities appearing in the military version of
the NIIRS documentation. A portion of this ontology is shown
in Figure 4. Using this ontology, we formalised the various
NIIRS interpretation tasks as a set of clauses of the following
form: 〈NC,DS, FS,C,NT,NR〉, where:
• NC is a NIIRS “capability” as above (one of: detect,
distinguish-between, identify);
• DS is a set of detectables, as above;
• FS is a set of more specific features of the detectable
entities (for example, the roads or guard posts of a base,
the runways of an airport, or the piers and warehouses of
a port) — these features are also defined in the ontology
of “detectables”;
• C is a context, defining the preconditions that must hold
for the clause to apply (for example, detection of a ship
in the context of open water, or identification of vehicles
in a known motor pool); and
• NT is the type of imaging from the NIIRS scale (for
example, Visible or Infrared); and
• NR is a NIIRS rating (for example, Visible-6 or Infrared-
4).
Some examples:
• 〈detect, {Port}, {}, {},Visible,Visible-1〉: a port can be
detected using visible imagery of rating 1;
• 〈detect, {Port}, {Pier,Warehouse}, {},Radar,Radar-1〉:
a port can be detected based on the presence of piers
and warehouses using radar imagery of rating 1;
• 〈distinguish-between, {Taxiway,Runway}, {}, {Airfield},
Visible,Visible-1〉: taxiways and runways can be
distinguished at an airfield using visible imagery of
rating 1;
• 〈detect, {Vehicle}, {}, {Motor-Pool},Radar,Radar-4〉: ve-
hicles can be detected in a known motor pool using radar
imagery of rating 4;
The basic reasoning procedure for using these clauses is as
follows (there are additional features described in [9]:
1) Given a task T = 〈NC,DS,A, T 〉, find all clauses
〈NC ′, DS′, FS,C,NT,NR〉 where NC = NC ′ and
DS ⊆ DS′ or DS ⊆ FS;
2) For each clause where C is not empty, check that all the
conditions in C hold, normally by referencing mapping
information for area A, and if they do not hold, discard
the clause;
3) Gather all of the NT and NR elements from the re-
maining clauses to form the set of required capabilities,
CT ;
4) Because higher ratings of a given NIIRS type entail
lower ones, we reduce CT so that it contains only the
highest rating of each NIIRS type.
We then use our previous approach to matching, described
in Section III, with two important modifications:
• We have added the relevant NIIRS capabilities to the
sensor and platform types. Because of the way NIIRS is
defined, we associate the NIIRS imaging types NT with
sensors (for example, Visible or Radar) and the NIIRS
ratings NR with platforms (for example, Visible-1 or
Radar-4). Thus, an inferred platform configuration must
satisfy both the required imaging type and the rating.
• Because NIIRS gives us alternative ways to satisfy a task,
each different NR and its corresponding NT is matched
disjunctively; so, for example, if CT contains Visible-1
and Radar-4, we generate separate sets of valid matches
for each, and then aggregate them into a complete set of
valid matches.
An important limitation of this approach is the published
NIIRS scale is restricted to imagery intelligence. However,
in principle, there is no reason why it cannot be extended
to cover other types of intelligence also. For our purposes,
we have extended our knowledge base where we know of
non-imagery approaches that have been shown - at least
in controlled trials - to have particular capabilities. For ex-
ample, following [19] we introduced clauses that indicate
acoustic data can be used to detect vehicles (note that
we leave the rating essentially unspecified by using zero):
〈detect, {Vehicle}, {}, {},Acoustic,Acoustic-0〉
In this section, we have shown how we extended our original
matching approach to support higher-level and more realistic
task representations. In the next section, we address the issue
of asset allocation based on the output from the matching
process.
V. ASSET ALLOCATION
To recap, the outcome of the matching process is a set of
bundle types, each of which is an intensional definition of
a set of bundles of assets that can satisfy a task (to some
extent). A bundle type consists of a specification of required
sensor and platform types needed to provide the capabilities to
satisfy the task, and cardinalities on these. In order to allocate
bundles of sensor and platform instances to a task, we now
need to generate candidate bundles, and to find an allocation
that satisfies some overall “goodness” criteria. In our earlier
work, we have shown that the generic problem of assigning
assets bundles to tasks is NP-hard, even to approximate [7].
One way of understanding our problem is as a combinatorial
auction, that is a silent auction in which bidders (missions)
can express preferences on bundles or combinations of items
(assets) [20]. Given a fixed supply of goods, the goal of the
winner determination problem [21] is to maximize revenue
earned from the sale of disjoint item combinations. Given
that there may be exponentially many bids, this is a difficult
problem to solve and therefore much of the research focus has
been on AI or algorithm-engineering approaches (for a survey,
see [22]).
It has been argued that combinatorial auctions can, in prac-
tice, provide good approximate solutions within reasonable
time for problem instances of reasonable size (in terms of
the number of bids) [22]. To test if this was the case for our
sensor-mission assignment problem, we modeled it using the
combinatorial auction formalism and we used a well-known
existing algorithm for general combinatorial auctions called
CASS (Combinatorial Auctions Structured Search) [23] to
solve it.
The sensor-mission assignment problem can be formulated
as a combinatorial auction in which the bidders are missions
M1, . . . ,Mm , and the items are assets A1, . . . , An. Each
mission is associated with a utility demand dj , indicating the
amount of sensing resources needed, and a profit pj (defined
below), indicating the importance of the mission. Each mission
places a bid, equal to its own profit, for any set of assets which
satisfy the mission’s demand and respect the mission’s budget
constraint. Formally, we compute the value that bidder Mj
obtains if it receives the bundle B of assets using the following
valuation function:
vj(B) =

pj , if uj ≥ dj , wj ≤ bj
pj · uj/dj , if T ≤ uj/dj , wj ≤ bj
0, otherwise
Where:
• uj represents the joint utility of the asset bundle B to the
mission Mj . In cases where the joint utility of the bundle
is simply additive (as in [10]), uj =
∑
i∈B eij . Where
bundles exhibit non-additive joint utility (as in [7]), we
need to select an appropriate joint utility function based
on the type of task and the bundle type.
• wj is the total cost of B to Mj , given by wj =
∑
i∈B cij
where cij is the potential asset assignment cost for
asset Ai to mission Mj (for platform assets, this could
reflect the costs associated with the platform and its
deployment).
• T is a fractional satisfaction threshold designed to filter
out bundles whose utility is marginal compared to mis-
sion demand.
Note that defining all of the above, and also the mission
profit and demand, requires additional information beyond the
knowledge-based representations of tasks, bundles, and assets
described in the previous sections.
We list all the bids for each mission Mj as pairs (B, vj(B))
and we use the OR* bidding language [24] to explicitly
introduce mutual exclusion between bids placed by the same
mission. The CASS algorithm then conducts a structured
depth-first search on the list of all bids trying to find the subset
of bids which maximize the total revenue under the constraint
that each item can be allocated to at most one bidder.
The number of bids is potentially exponential if we adopt
the naive approach of enumerating all nonzero-value bids con-
taining bundles respecting the missions’ demand and budget
constraints (of order 2n×m bids in the worst case, but lower
in practice). In our experiments with CASS, we adopted this
naive approach to test if the number of bids generated within
our scenario is computationally tractable. As a comparison, we
also considered a constrained version of our problem in which
we assume that missions behave as single-minded bidders, i.e.
each mission bids only for the bundle of assets which evaluates
to be the best bundle it can obtain (using the valuation function
vj(B)), therefore in total there will be at most m bids. In
this version of the problem, the number of bids is linear.
Each “optimal” bid is generated using the standard knapsack
FPTAS [25]: for each mission we solve the knapsack problem
of finding the subset of assets which maximizes the total
mission profit using the profit function
pj(uj) =

pj , if uj ≥ dj
pj · uj/dj , if T ≤ uj/dj
0, otherwise
while respecting the mission’s budget constraint. Any assets
assigned to a mission that has greater than 100% satisfaction,
and which can be released without reducing the percentage
below 100%, are then removed from the bundles, obtaining
what can be considered the best asset bundle for each partic-
ular mission.
Our initial experiments with simulations comparable to
those we used previously in [10] showed that the general
CASS algorithm is not able to solve the problem in our
scenario due to the exponential growth in the number of
bids. However, if we have single-minded bidders the problem
instance becomes computationally tractable using CASS.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
Since its previous presentation in [5], we have extended
our pilot application, SAM (Sensor Assignment to Missions),
to incorporate the higher-level task representation described in
Section IV. A screenshot of the new user interface is shown in
Figure 5. As before, a user logs-in as a member of a coalition
(in our example, we have a US/UK coalition). The user is
able to select one or more areas-of-interest on a map (left
panel) and, for each, to select multiple ISR tasks (top-right
panel) using our NIIRS-based representation. (As we noted in
Section IV our approach is currently simplified to assume that
all tasks are required at the same time; this could easily be
extended.)
Fig. 5. Setting an area-of-interest and selecting tasks using the SAM
application
Fig. 6. Selecting an asset bundle manually using the SAM application
SAM is implemented as a Web application in Java. The
NIIRS-based reasoning to infer capabilities from the selected
tasks is implemented as a rule-based system in Java (for
details, see [9]. The matching procedure is implemented using
the Pellet reasoner [26]. Before performing reasoning, the
SAM application queries inventory catalogues to determine
what types of platforms and sensors are actually available,
so it can recommend package configurations including the
most specific types that are potentially deployable. Once the
package configurations have been found, SAM retrieves all
asset instances of the appropriate types from the inventory
catalogues, and generates all asset bundles specified by using
the package configurations as bundle types, together with
additional cardinality information as noted at the end of
Section III. Because the number of assets is small in our
demonstration, the set of bundles is currently presented to
the user, to make the choice of preferred bundle. This step
is shown in Figure 6.
In doing this, SAM takes into account access policies on
these resources, including ownership (note that the figure
shows UK/US ownership of assets in the bottom-right panel)
and whether the user has sufficient privileges to task those
assets (shown by the “lock” icon next to the asset types).
While simple, this mechanism is intended as an expansion
point to allow the incorporation of more sophisticated access
policies in future, such as those described in [4]. Once an
asset has been selected, SAM allows the user to “subscribe”
to available data feeds from that asset, using the ITA Sensor
Fabric [27]. Additionally, if an asset fails, SAM allows the
user to “backtrack” and make a different choice of bundle,
and then obtain data that satisfies their task in some other
way. For example, the user might initially choose to satisfy
the vehicle detection task (Figure 5) by imagery data to be
obtained by a UAV (Figure 6); then, if the UAV fails for some
reason, they could opt instead to solve the task using acoustic
data from, for example, an acoustic array.
While the current version of SAM demonstrates the concept
of knowledge-driven sensor-mission assignment, it does not
yet incorporate automated asset assignment, as it assumes
an inventory with a relatively small number of assets. The
combinatorial auction mechanism is currently implemented
separately. Integrating these two components requires a num-
ber of choices to be made, most importantly:
• Users need a way to specify mission/task “profit” in a
way that is meaningful to them. Potentially this could be
done using a simple indication of priority. In principle,
it ought to be part of a more general plan representation
formalism. An open question here is whether priority can
in some cases be inferred from the context of the task
(for example, the type of mission: hostage rescue would
normally take priority over environmental monitoring).
• Further research is necessary to determine where are the
most appropriate “choice points” for user intervention.
It is clearly only feasible for users to select bundle
instances when there are very few choices available. In
more typical cases, it would be more sensible to allow
the user to select (or rank) alternative bundle types (or
package configurations), this giving a (perhaps “soft”)
preference as to how they would prefer to obtain their
data.
• SAM is intended to be used in a distributed fashion, as
explained in [5]. Multiple users in a coalition submit their
tasks using instances of SAM, and we need to examine
alternative ways to apply the allocation algorithms in
this context. We have investigated distributed versus cen-
tralised algorithms in the context of homogeneous sensor
networks [10]; further work is required to determine how
best to address this problem for heterogeneous networks.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented our knowledge-driven solution
to the sensor-mission assignment problem, proceeding from
a high-level specification of information requirements, to the
allocation of assets such as sensors and platforms. We showed
how our original ontology-based approach — founded on a
formalisation of the military missions and means framework
— has been extended to provide: (1) a richer and more realistic
way for a user to specify their information requirements, by
means of a rule-based representation of the NIIRS approach;
and (2) efficient asset allocation using a well-known efficient
combinatorial auction algorithm (CASS). Finally, we sum-
marised the status of our pilot application, SAM, and discussed
the various roles such an application can play in supporting
sensor-mission assignment.
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Appendix - Glossary of Acronyms
ACINT Acoustic Intelligence
ISR Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance
IMINT Imagery Intelligence
MMF (Military) Missions and Means Framework
MSR Main Supply Route
NIIRS National Imagery Interpretability Rating Scale
OWL Web Ontology Language
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UJTL Universal Joint Task List
